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A 
story is the best way to say what needs to be said  While characters working 

their way through a series of conflicts may be entertaining, it is also true that 

great stories have deeper secrets or larger themes built inside just waiting to be 

uncovered  This is what C  S  Lewis referred to as, “the bubbling”—secrets that make 

the story meaningful, important and even life-changing  The Harry Moon books 

have secrets, some of which you’ve discovered in the study portion of this guide 

or read about in Rabbit’s Book of Values  But there’s more! Join us for a behind-the 

pages look at some more important secrets to be found in Sleepy Hollow 

Bravo, God, bravo! Gods and all angels shout, “Encore!”

In awe before the glory, in awe before God’s visible power.

Stand at attention! Dress your best to honor him!

-  Psalm 29:1-2 (MSG)

In the Harry Moon series, Harry, Samson Dupree and Rabbit often refer to a personality 

they call The Great Magician  He is the source and author of Harry’s Deep Magic  He is 

akin to Aslan, the “Great Lion” of Narnia  

The Great Magician is never seen but his influence and importance is obvious  Harry  

understands that he cannot do any magic unless it first comes through the Great  

Secret  1
The Great
Magician
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Magician  

Although never seen, The Great Magician is very much a character in the series  Harry  

never forgets to give credit and thanksgiving to The Great Magician  He understands that 

his magic—his Deep Magic is only possible through him 

In Wand-Paper-Scissors, Harry is having a conversation with his father about magic over hot 

fudge sundaes 

“But is it possible, Dad, to have Deep Magic? After all, we live and breathe because of 

the Great Magician ” John handed Harry the can of whipped cream  Harry was quick 

to spray both their sundaes with rapid-fire panache 

“There you go again, son  We call that Magician GOD  You know what Reverend Allen says 

about that kind of magic hooey ”

“But it’s not hooey, Dad  If the very Creator doesn’t have a problem with me calling him the 

Great Magician when I pray, why should the Reverend?”

Understanding The Great Magician is not an act of sight  It is an act of a sanctified  

imagination  Harry knows this but he also understands The Great Magician is real and 

therefore how real and how deep his magic is in context with his circumstances 

Harry says, “Dad, isn’t my imagination part of the mind God gave me? Aren’t there things 

to understand that can only be known through my spirit?”

G K  Chesterton said that, “Our imagination demands an image ” Referring to God as the 

Great Magician is a way of creating a necessary image  It is a way of putting bones and 

flesh and clothing on that which cannot be seen  To paraphrase Jonathan Edwards, “(The 

Great Magician) is infinitely the greatest being ” 

In contrast, Mayor Kligore sees The Great Magician as a threat to his control of Sleepy  

Hollow  He has heard Harry mention him many times  Kligore’s mind has been so darkened 

and so closed by The Quiet Ones and the forces of evil that he cannot see the goodness 

and beauty of The Great Magician  Although he has free-will, and only need to seek him, 

he won’t  We know from the Bible, that even demons know and run from God  And so it is 

with Kligore  He lacks the sanctified imagination necessary to appreciate The Great  

Magician  He can only know that which he can see with his own dark eyeballs, the  
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Secret  1 -  The Great Magician

humanistic manifestations of evil for whom he works 

Harry enjoys his relationship with The Great Magician  It is one that is growing and will 

continue to grow  

In Showdown on Nightingale Lane, Harry gets into a deep conversation with Samson  

concerning his magic and the Spirit

Harry asks, “So the spirit that holds all of us together is who we know as God?”

“You will have to find the answer to that question, my friend, inside yourself  Look for 

the answer within ”

“But you know,” Harry said  “I know you know ”

“Each person must find his own way  That is the way that is told to us by The Great  

Magician  So only through your life, in your way, shall you know what you must know ”

And so it is with The Great Magician  His power and saving grace is available to all, but first 

you must look for him and seek him out  As repeated many times and in many voices in 

the Bible, if you look for him, he will let you find him 

Yes! Everything in heaven, everything on earth;

    the kingdom all yours! You’ve raised yourself high over all 

Riches and glory come from you, you’re ruler over all;

You hold strength and power in the palm of your hand

    to build up and strengthen all 

And here we are, O God, our God, giving thanks to you,

    praising your splendid Name 

  - 1 Chronicles 29:11-13 (MSG)
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“So I gave them over to their stubborn hearts,

    to follow their own counsels.”

- Psalm 81:12 (ESV)

Every good story needs villains and bad guys, the one character we like to despise  In the 

Harry Moon series, that character is Mayor Maximus Kligore  

Like most villains, Mayor Kligore is mean and nasty, out only for self  He’s greedy and power 

hungry  He believes he has total control over the people of Sleepy Hollow and everything 

that happens on its scary streets  But how did he get that way? Has he always been nasty? 

What is his unique story?

Maximus Kligore’s tale is not unusual or even surprising as villain back-stories go  His 

parents were killed in a fiery car crash when he was just a boy, leaving him orphaned and 

alone  Unwanted by extended family, he was sent off to live apart at an orphanage where 

he became the victim of bullies and the object of ridicule  Between the loss of his parents 

and family, and his lack of friends and social interactions, young Maximus was ripe for the 

picking—evil forces were able to extend their gnarly, wicked fingers and get a grip on his 

emerging soul  These forces, known as The Quiet Ones, were the only beings who seemed 

to care about poor Max  

Secret  2
Mayor Maximus

Kligore
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Secret  2 - Mayor Maximus Kligore  

And he listened to them, Maximus reached out to the only ones who seemed interested 

and allowed them to enter his world, swaying him to do their evil bidding  Oh, it began 

innocently enough—petty theft, lying, cheating–but soon Kligore developed into a  

full-blown sociopath willing to surrender to The Quiet Ones his life and his soul in  

exchange for promised control and power over Sleepy Hollow and its residents  It was 

they who allowed and even encouraged Kligore to cast his evil spell and trap this quiet, 

innocent town inside the shroud of Halloween  

As Maximus grew, he became more and more involved with The Quiet Ones, the agents 

of darkness created the We Drive By Night Company, a business mask for their evil doings  

This enterprise enabled these evil-doers to control everything that happened in Sleepy 

Hollow  Kligore was given an executive position within the company  They presented him 

with a fancy, luxury automobile and plenty of unusual toadies (Oink and Ug, to name a 

few) and of course an administrative assistant who thinks he’s a dreamboat  But make no 

mistake - no matter how flashy the trappings, Kligore’s role is to follow his evil leaders  

Few villains are all bad and Maximus is no exception  The scariest monsters have their  

moments of tenderness—Frankenstein’s monster presented the little girl with a daisy   

Kligore’s tender moments come when he is alone, considering his empire, his world and 

his family  Maximus can be vulnerable, but he never, ever lets anyone see inside of his 

heart 

As Mayor of Sleepy Hollow, Maximus Kligore cuts his fair share of ribbons, is present at 

town meetings and makes hundreds of mayoral decisions, all of which keep the scary 

town locked inside the Halloween bubble  He looks and acts the part in his three-piece 

suits and hard shoes  He carries a leather briefcase and even helps little old ladies to cross 

the street  After all, it is his job to encourage tourism and make the town as profitable as 

possible, which makes Kilgore the richest man in town   But underneath the mayor  

costume, he wears a cloak of darkness and carries a dark-magic staff  

Mayor Kligore is the arch-villain throughout the Harry Moon series  He stands for all that  

is negative and vile  And now, after so many years of bowing down to The Quiet Ones,  

Mayor Maximus Kligore appears irredeemable  Nothing can save him—except the Great  

Magician—but Kligore has shown no interest in shifting his allegiance from The Quiet 

Ones  All humans have been given the gift of free-will  Kligore made his choice and joined 

the dark side in their evil quest to rule the hearts and minds of Sleepy Hollow   The only 

question that remains is, how long can Kligore fight off the beauty of the Great Magician? 
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It is obvious what kind of life develops out of trying to get your own way all the time: 

repetitive, loveless, cheap sex; a stinking accumulation of mental and emotional garbage; 

frenzied and joyless grabs for happiness; trinket gods; magic-show religion; paranoid  

loneliness; cutthroat competition; all-consuming-yet-never-satisfied wants; a brutal  

temper; an impotence to love or be loved; divided homes and divided lives; small-minded 

and lopsided pursuits; the vicious habit of depersonalizing everyone into a rival;  
uncontrolled and uncontrollable addictions; ugly parodies of community  I could go on  

“This isn’t the first time I have warned you, you know  If you use your freedom this way, you 

will not inherit God’s kingdom ”    - Galatians 5:19-21 (MSG)

“Be strong. Take courage. Don’t be intimidated. Don’t give them 

a second thought because God, your God, is striding ahead of you. 

He’s right there with you. He won’t let you down; he won’t leave you.”

Deuteronomy 31:6 (MSG)

Sleepy Hollow, Massachusetts was the perfect place for the forces of evil to work their 

designs  For years tourists had been arriving in this small New England town expecting 

to learn more about Ichabod Crane and the Headless Horseman of Washington Irving’s 

tale, The Legend of Sleepy Hollow  

Secret  3 
Sleepy Hollow
A Town Trapped In

 Halloween
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Secret 3 -  Sleepy Hollor, A town Trapped in Halloween 

Of course, the Sleepy Hollow of literary fame is located in an entirely different state—the 

state of New York  The story goes that a schoolteacher named Ichabod Crane was in love 

with the daughter of the richest man in Sleepy Hollow  He was determined to court her 

and much to his surprise, was invited to a party where she would be attending  Another 

man, Brom—a dashing young fellow also wanted Katherine’s love  That evening, at the 

party, Katherine dumped Ichabod and he galloped away on his horse, heart-broken  On 

the way home, Ichabod is chased by a Headless Horseman  The evil rider tosses his sev-

ered head at the sad, skinny teacher and he is thrown from his horse  The next day all that 

is found is Ichabod’s hat, his horse and a pumpkin  Ichabod was never heard from again  

His body never found  But, all suspicions fall on Brom  This story became associated with 

all things Halloween 

In the Harry Moon series, with tourists visiting the wrong Sleepy Hollow looking for the 

Headless Horseman, it was not difficult for Mayor Kligore to take advantage of the general 

Halloween mood already in the air—especially with the help of a little dark magic  After 

he became mayor, Kligore actually had a statue of the Headless Horseman erected in the 

town square, knowing full well he was deceiving the tourists  The statue was cast from 

the bronze of the North Church bells that Kligore had ordered removed and smelted  “It is 

a joke! Let’s everyone play along!” Kilgore would always say  Of course, evil is never a joke 

and the town had no choice but go along 

In his quest to please the We Drive by Night Company, Kligore cast a spell which trapped 

the town and the residents in Halloween  FOREVER  Unless of course, a hero could be 

found to release them from this curse  It was the intention of the Great Magician and his 

helper, Samson Dupree, to bring that hero to Sleepy Hollow  After years of waiting, the 

time was right and a child was born with the DNA of a hero—and that hero was Harry 

Moon  

It is perpetually autumn in Sleepy Hollow  The trees are mostly bare  Fallen leaves crunch 

underfoot and there is a constant chill in the air  Businesses take on names and  

appearances that reflect the darker side of Halloween  People’s homes are always decked 

out in Halloween décor  In Sleepy Hollow, the view never changes  Even holidays— 

especially Christmas, are tinged with evil trappings—Santas with vampire fangs and rabid 

reindeer decorate the lawns  Spiders creep down the street and hang from the Christmas 

trees, the pumpkin patches around town seem to come alive at night  The Sleepy Hollow 

cemetery is a place of dares and tricks and frightened children rush home for comfort only 

to be met with more Halloween scares on their front porches  
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The Quiet Ones have been lurking around Sleepy Hollow using fear as their main tool to 

weaken the people and make way for Maximus Kligore and the We Drive By Night  

Company  Fear is a powerful force  It is an unpleasant belief that someone or something 

is about to cause you harm—physical or emotional  We learn as children to whistle in the 

dark, to not give into fear  “Even though I walk through the shadow of the Valley of Death, I 

will fear no evil ”

But in Sleepy Hollow, the fear is all too real and all too constant  The townsfolk don’t  

understand that they are chumps, pawns in Kligore’s fatal game  They’ve come to accept 

fear and all things dark and grizzly as normal  What better way to control an entire town 

than through fear? 

Some people like to say, “Happy Halloween ” There is really nothing happy about  

Halloween, especially in Sleepy 

Hollow— where kids, mothers, 

fathers, aunts, uncles, grandpar-

ents and even the family pet are 

trapped in an inescapable place 
of fear and darkness  

“Ignorant judges! Head-

in-the-sand judges! They 

haven’t a clue to what’s 
going on   And now 

everything’s falling apart, 

the world’s coming un-

glued ”

 - Psalm 82:5 (MSG)
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“Show yourself in all respects to be a model of good works, and 

in your teaching show integrity, dignity, and sound speech 

that cannot be condemned, so that an opponent may be put to shame, 

having nothing evil to say about us.”

- Titus 2:7-7 (ESV)

Samson Dupree is one of the most mysterious, loving, wise, passionate and profoundly 

interesting characters in the Harry Moon series  Brilliant and eccentric, Samson runs 

The Magic Shoppe in Sleepy Hollow  He is also Harry’s mentor  Like Merlin guiding King 

Arthur or God working with Adam and Eve in Eden, Samson walks alongside Harry and 

teaches as they go  

It is also true that Samson knew of Harry even before he was born  As a literary archetype, 

Samson holds quite a few roles  He is a God-figure at times, a mentor, a bit of  

shapeshifter if necessary and even a parent  Like Gandalf of The Lord of the Rings, Samson 

has been charged by The Great Magician to protect Harry on his quest to defeat Mayor 

Kligore and restore order and goodness to Sleepy Hallow  

In Halloween Nightmares, Samson meets with Mary Moon shortly after Harry’s birth  In his 

own coy way, he informs Mary that her son, Harry is a chosen one  Mary is alarmed at first, 

but Samson soothes her concerns, assuring her that Harry can be in no safer place than 

in the care of Samson Dupree and The Great Magician  Samson lets her in on one of the 

many secrets hidden in the Harry Moon series, “as his mom, you must guide Harry to who 

he is destined to be, not who you and John want him to be ” 

Like Genesis’ Melchizadek, Samson is a mystery  He has no beginning and seemingly no 

Secret  4 
Samson Dupree
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end  No one knows where he came from, how old he is, and really what he does all day 

except hang out at his magic shop  

Harry took an instant liking to Samson on his first visit to The Magic Shoppe  Samson 

respects Harry’s position and role in the great scheme  Although Samson possesses the 

Deep Magic also, Samson cannot defeat Kligore on his own  It has been given to Harry 

Moon alone to accomplish that task  Samson Dupree must teach Harry how to use the 

Deep Magic  

Samson is the one who gave Rabbit, through Sarah, to Harry, reminiscent of the day of 

Pentecost in the Book of Acts when the Spirit was given away  Samson foretold this event 

to Mary at that first meeting in Boston after Harry’s birth— “The man lay Harry back into 

the carriage and tucked his warm, blue blanket around him  “I will send someone to help 

him with his gifts, to help him become the Harry he is meant to be,” Samson said 

Samson provided Harry with his first authentic magic wand, even though Harry had to 

make the choice of which wand with his own free will  Harry chose wisely—the wand 

made from almond wood, the same wood used to make Aaron’s staff or rod  Like Aaron’s 

rod or Moses’ staff, it is lifeless and can only work through the power of The Great  

Magician  Samson helps Harry understand this  

Samson knows everything that goes on in Sleepy Hollow right down to when the next 

dance at the middle school will be held  He is there when Harry needs him and provides 

him with the tools to take on the mayor and The Quiet Ones—a magic orb, a flying carpet 

and other accessories 

But Samson is also more than a teacher of magic to Harry  Samson loves Harry deeply and 

counsels him on some of life’s most perplexing issues  He is Harry’s major go-to guy about 

love and his undying love for Sarah Sinclair  

Samson Dupree, in his purple cloak and golden crown, and red velvet slippers, is never far 

from any danger Harry might find himself in  He is close enough in body and in spirit for 

Harry should he ever need a little new magic or a listening heart  And Harry will always 

know that Samson is watching whenever he hears the little bells on The Magic Shoppe 

door ring out  

“Melchizedek was king of Salem and priest of the Highest God  He met Abraham, who 
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was returning from “the royal massacre,” and gave him his blessing  Abraham in turn 

gave him a tenth of the spoils  “Melchizedek” means “King of Righteousness ” “Salem” 

means “Peace ” So, he is also “King of Peace ” Melchizedek towers out of the past—

without record of family ties, no account of beginning or end  In this way he is like  

the Son of God, one huge priestly presence dominating the landscape always ”

  - Hebrews 7:1-3 (MSG)

“God is striding ahead of you. He’s right there with you.  

He won’t let you down; he won’t leave you. Don’t be intimidated.  

Don’t worry.”

- Deuteronomy 31:6b (MSG)

Harry knew he was good magician, but he also knew that if he was going to win the 

Sleepy Hollow Middle School Talent Contest, he would need something more,  

something special that would elevate his performance to something truly special  
and out of the ordinary  Titus Kligore and his Maniacs were odds on favorites  Even Honey 

knew Harry needed better tricks  

The night of the dress rehearsal, Harry’s friend and former babysitter, Sarah Sinclair  

presented Harry with exactly what he needed—not just for the talent show but to guide 

him in the mentoring he was to receive in becoming a hero  Sarah received from Samson 

a special gift that had Harry’s name on it, a large Harlequin rabbit—mostly white with 

Secret  5
Rabbit
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black markings and one ear that drooped more than the other  Rabbit would guide Harry 

not only in creating better magic, but in becoming the hero the town so desperately 

needed 

Rabbit wasted little time becoming Harry’s most trusted friend and confidant  Rabbit 

didn’t hide out in Harry’s magic hat all day  Rabbit was out and about and alongside and 

was invisible to everyone except Harry, small children and pregnant mothers  Except, 

of course, when he was needed to make an appearance inside of one of Harry’s tricks  

Crowds were amazed at the way Rabbit could appear out of seemingly thin air!

Where Harry went, Rabbit went  It doesn’t take too big a leap to understand that Rabbit 

is a symbol for the wisdom of The Great Magician, as Linus was the symbol of The Holy 

Spirit in Charles Shultz’ wonderful comic strip, Charlie Brown  Like Samson Dupree, Rabbit 

has no beginning or end  He simply IS  Harry understands that Rabbit is wise and power-

ful  Rabbit is in the wind and the rain and he himself says he lives in the thin places—the 

place where heaven and earth rub up against one another  It’s where Harry and others  

can experience The Great Magician more closely, the place where the eternal is poking  

up against the temporal as if it is trying to push through  

Rabbit’s invisibility finds symbolic expression through the series—like that night at the 

talent show when he became a huge rabbit and soared around the auditorium—much 

like the symbol of the baptismal dove or the winds on the day of Pentecost  

Having a relationship with Rabbit isn’t all fun and games  Like he says, “Having a friend like 

me has consequences ” Rabbit is quick to call Harry out when he is about to do something 

foolish, but he is also respectful of Harry’s free will to find his own way 

Rabbit is careful to develop very deliberately the strength and character of Harry and 

consistently encourages him to remain faithful and confident in his calling as the hero of 

Sleepy Hollow  

Rabbit often comes and goes—even leaving Harry, at least physically, for a time to figure 

things out on his own  But Rabbit is also a master of surprises  As Daniel in the lion’s den 

and Paul in prison, Harry finds that The Great Magician has no intention of leaving Harry 

alone  Rabbit was very present with Harry in the haunted cube at the party after the talent 

show and was instrumental in helping him figure out what he was to do to save Titus 
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Samson Dupree plays an important role in Harry’s life as his mentor and teacher of new 

tricks  But Samson’s role is limited  He is unable to show up at just the right moment and 

fly through the air, or as Rabbit does, place himself physically between Harry and danger  

Rabbit’s relationship with Harry is marvelously unique 

In the series, Rabbit often says things that should be familiar, things recognized in the 

Bible  For example, Rabbit tells Harry that there will always be trouble in the world  He 

speaks to Harry about his calling and his destiny  He reminds Harry that the life of a hero is 

not always an easy life, that it takes sacrifice  Harry is ready to meet the challenges—most 

of the time  After all, he is still a thirteen-year-old boy  But what better friend to have than 

Rabbit riding on your handlebars  

“I have said these things to you, that in me you may have peace  

In the world you will have tribulation  But take heart; I have overcome the world ”

  - John 16:33 (ESV)
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“Train a child how to live the 

right way. Then even when he is 

old, he will still live that way.”

- Proverbs 22:6 (ICB)

Amother’s relationship with her son is the most important ingredient in raising boys 

with character  Given Harry’s destiny in leading Sleepy Hollow out of its Halloween 

nightmare, his relationship with Mary Moon is central to the series   

Mary is not blind to Harry’s calling as the hero of Sleepy Hollow  Samson Dupree met with 

Mary shortly after Harry’s birth and forecast Harry’s fate and the demands it would put on 

her as a mother, giving Samson another archetypal name—Herald  Samson’s prophesies 

paved the way for Harry, ensuring that his mother understood how unique he would 

prove to be and that he was destined for greatness  

Mary wrestles with her secret and keeps it hidden in her heart, accepting Harry’s calling 

without knowing where it will lead  Rabbit appears to Mary to help and encourage her  

When she watches Harry go off on his bike, headed into the clutches of Kligore’s evil  

ambitions, she feels concern and fear like any mother, but lets him go  Harry is safe in The 

Great Magician’s arms  She knows she will cry and hug him tighter when he arrives home, 

understanding what extraordinary demands Harry has on his life 

Mary knows her role is important  Rabbit tells her so  It’s Mary’s job to raise and nurture 

Harry, to guide and teach and raise a man in a difficult world  Rabbit often reminds Mary 

Secret  6
Harry  

and His Mother 

Mary Moon
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Secret  6 -  Harry and his mother, Mary Moon

that, like all heroes he must make the journey alone  That’s not to say he won’t have help 

along the way—we’ve already seen that  But in the end, every hero acts alone  Even  

Frodo at the mouth of Mount Doom acted alone  Samwise might have carried him up  

the mountain but it was Frodo who had to open his hand and let fall the one ring  

Mary has two other children, a husband, and a dog to care for  She is careful not to let any 

of them feel left out or second best  She teaches them all how to become good citizens 

and model moral behavior  She often remarks about the stenciling around the dining 

room wall—she points out the words and makes certain Harry understands their  

meaning  The words: love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness, faithfulness,  

gentleness, and self-control reflect the code of conduct inside of The Great Magician’s 

kingdom 

While fully aware of Harry’s destiny and heroic future, she maintains her responsibility as a 

mom to lay down the law and discipline Harry when necessary  He is still a thirteen-year-

old boy  Harry enjoys talking to his mother about pretty much anything—even love  Harry 

and Mary do have an amazing relationship—something we don’t always see in children’s 

fantasy literature  When it comes time to battle Mayor Kligore, Harry will go it alone with 

Mary watching from the sidelines 

As a literary archetype, Mary, like Samson, plays several roles  She is both mentor and 

ally—a trusted friend who can offer advice, constructive criticism and support to her 

son  She works as a healer—a registered nurse and she takes care of her family  She has  

a huge heart with plenty of love for everyone while wrestling with the agony of raising  

a child who has been called by The Great Magician to save her town 

“Write these commandments that I’ve given you today on your hearts  

Get them inside of you and then get them inside your children  

Talk about them wherever you are, sitting at home or walking in the street; 

talk about them from the time you get up in the morning to 

when you fall into bed at night  Tie them on your hands 

and foreheads as a reminder; inscribe them on the doorposts 

of your homes and on your city gates ”

  - Deuteronomy 6:6-9 (MSG)
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“Be gentle with one another,  

sensitive. Forgive one another  

as quickly and thoroughly as 

God in Christ forgave you.”

- Ephesians 4:32 (MSG)

Harry and Honey Moon are brother and sister  They live on Nightingale Lane in Sleepy 

Hollow with their parents and little brother Harvest  They also have a dog  His name is 

Half Moon   

Other than living in a town trapped in Halloween, the Moon household is pretty  

ordinary  They have names that would haunt any kid  They both take their share of  

kidding and even some bullying over it  In their world, having to learn to live with names 

that are so obviously a distraction to other children is part of their growing up  At one 

point Harry went so far as to announce he was changing his name to Milo, demanding 

that his parents begin the paperwork  His father reminded him that he was named for the 

war hero and friend, Harold Runyan, who had saved his father’s life  There would be no 

name-changing going on in the Moon household 

As brother and sister, Harry and Honey are quite typical  They argue, they push each other 

around, annoy and infuriate each other   But throughout the series, Harry and Honey 

Moon show a deep and profound love for one another and a commitment to always be 

there for each other  

To be absolutely clear, there is a fierce independence that characterizes the personality 

Secret 7
Harry Moon  

and 

Honey Moon
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Secret  7 -   Harry Moon and Honey Moon

of  Honey Moon  She is a hero in her own right and just may be the smartest human to 

appear in the entire series  As a fifth grader living in a town trapped in Halloween, she has 

her very own opportunity to show up and engage in the battle between good and evil  In 

her own series, Honey Moon, Honey–along with her friends–deal with the evil in town on 

their own terms, not at all in the shadow of Harry and his series 

As the sister of the young magician that is called to save her town, Honey’s relationship to 

Harry takes on a particular depth  Throughout the Harry Moon series, Honey grows as an 

ally to Harry as he faces his many tests 

Honey knows Harry is special  She knows that when he sneaks out at night he is going 

to thwart Mayor Kligore’s next terrible act of evil  Honey often wants to go with him and 

there have been times when she turned out to be quite necessary to Harry’s success and 

he comes to appreciate her power and courage 

Honey often says that she goes where she is needed, a philosophy she plays out in her 

own stories  But it is also true for her relationship with her brother  Her powerful intuition 

provides her with a sixth sense about Harry and the many battles he faces in the town  

She never needs to be invited by Harry to show up and contribute  She goes on her own  

For Harry’s part, while he never likes to see his sister in danger, it is part of their maturing 

relationship to witness Honey’s strength in difficult situations  

Growing up in the same household, they share the same moral values—although Honey 

might be just a little quick to point out where Harry might be going astray  Honey  

supports his journey into the Deep Magic and is always willing to be his assistant when he 

needs one—but when it comes to the Deep Magic, Honey knows that Harry must work 
alone  She struggles to understand Harry and his destiny and bounces back and forth 

between encouraging him and mocking him mercilessly 

Sibling rivalry is a popular theme  Best sellers like Jacob Have I Loved—the story of sisters 

each vying for their parent’s love and concern, is an example  The Bible is a rich source of 

sibling rivalry stories—Cain and Abel, the story of the Prodigal Son and Jacob and Esau 

to name a few  To that end, the relationship between brother and sister, Harry and Honey 

display a profound depth not often seen in children’s literature  While they constantly nag 

each other with scenes of Honey slamming open the door as she barges into Harry’s  

bedroom, they are developing a significant appreciation of each other’s unique gifts and 

their need for the other  In a town trapped in Halloween, a person that has your back 
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comes in pretty handy 

Readers will want to pay attention when Honey tells Harry, “sisters know things ”  It may be 

the most loving phrase that comes out of Honey’s mouth the entire series  It is her way of 

telling Harry that she understands his journey and that she is willing to support him and 

even carry his secrets if necessary   

In the Honey Moon series, the narrative takes the reader deeper into Honey’s personal 

journey  She has a mysterious backpack in the shape of a turtle that she calls Turtle that 

seems more real than nylon  Readers will come to understand that Turtle is Honey’s Rabbit  

She grows closer to Turtle everyday while learning to be brave in a difficult world  

“Since this is the kind of life we have chosen, the life of the Spirit, let us make 

sure that we do not just hold it as an idea in our heads or a sentiment in our 

hearts, but work out its implications in every detail of our lives  That means 

we will not compare ourselves with each other as if one of us were better and 

another worse  We have far more 

interesting things to do 

with our lives  Each of us is 

an original ”

 - Galatians 5:26 (MSG)
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“Greater love has no one than 

this, that someone lay down 

his life for his friends.” 
- John 15:13 (ESV)

If you said Harry Moon has a big, fat crush on Sarah Sinclair you’d be correct  Harry has 

known Sarah his whole life  She used to be his babysitter  Now, Sarah is sixteen years 

old, and a junior in high school and well aware of Harry’s feelings toward her  She is  

also very aware that, for right now at least, the age difference and the maturity distance 

between them is much too wide  The three-year gap between thirteen and sixteen years 

old is huge 

The assumption of the series is that age will eventually bring Harry and Sarah together as 

a couple later in life  Their three-year age difference vanishes when they find themselves 

in their twenties  For now, the relationship is put into motion to show young readers how 

love looks from the inside out when it is still pure and not taken hostage by its cultural 

sexualization 

 Harry thinks about Sarah all the time, like many boys do who fall in love with a favorite 

teacher  Harry is quite convinced that he and Sarah were meant to be together  In the 

series, he learns how to manage these constant feelings that so many recognize as a part 

of growing up  

Sarah becomes another Harry Moon ally, a friend along way who helps Harry at needful 

and particular times throughout the series  She always seems to show up at just the right 

time and infuse Harry with hope and energy and courage to continue on  Sarah is often 

Harry’s assistant when he performs magic shows at birthday parties and in that role, she is 

privy to some of his secrets—which she keeps closely guarded  

Secret 8
Harry  

and 

Sarah
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Although the perfect ally for Harry, Sarah is also a type of shapeshifter  Her role changes 

from time-to-time and provides a little confusion in Harry’s life  One of the shapeshifter’s 

goals in story is to cast a little doubt on what might seem a done deal  At times she seems 

to return Harry’s affections with a smile or a peck on the cheek  At other times, she is quick 

to redirect his feelings and counsel him in the journey of just growing up 

Sarah presented Harry with his most valuable and important gift ever  Rabbit  Knowing 

that Harry needed something special for his act if he was ever going to win the Spooky 

Talent Show, Sarah went to The Magic Shoppe to get a rabbit for Harry  Of course, Samson 

was ready for her visit  He knew this day would come and gave Sarah the most magical 

rabbit of all, direct from The Great Magician, to present to Harry just in the nick of time  

The fullness of time is a wonderful thing  Harry’s heart was just right and he was ready to 

receive Rabbit  He recognized this need for “new tricks” and Samson offered this free gift  

Perhaps of all the allegories in Harry Moon, this one is a particular favorite 

Sarah had no idea of the magnitude of her gift of Rabbit, although she wasn’t all that  

surprised  While Sarah is not presented as a particularly heroic character in the series, she 

is in fact quite in tune with Sleepy Hollow, its Halloween dilemma and the significant role 

Harry Moon will play in all of it 

It is important for our readers to appreciate the deep and respectful friendship Harry 

builds with Sarah through the series  She obviously has no intention to confess romantic 

love for Harry, but loves him deeply as a friend  Sarah lives a typical teenager life—she 

dates, drives and hangs out with little sister, Claire  

Harry will continue to love Sarah—from afar—for now  He will never forget that it was she 

who gave him the greatest gift  

“It’s better to have a partner than go it alone  Share the work, share the wealth 

And if one falls down, the other helps, But if there’s no one to help, tough!”

  - Ecclesiastes 4:9-10 (MSG)
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 “Don’t bother your head with  

braggarts or wish you could succeed 

like the wicked.  In no time they’ll 

shrivel like grass clippings and wilt  

like cut flowers in the sun.”

- Psalm 37:1-2

Minions  Henchmen  Toadies  Every villain needs a few  For Maximus Kligore, Oink and 

Ug and other hounds of Hell fill that role with panache and even a bit of humor  As 

literary archetypes these guys are allies, villains and tricksters  

There number one duty is to serve at the pleasure of Mayor Kligore  They are more than 

happy and willing to do his bidding, although like most villains,\, Kligore delights in cuff-

ing them around a bit  He exerts his superiority over them every chance he gets, although  

one can’t help but wonder if these two characters might have greater designs on  

Kligore’s power  Occasionally, Oink seems to care for Harry even though his job is to foil 

Harry’s plans every chance he gets  

Oink is constantly attempting to fit in with Harry and his friends  He has the mistaken 

belief that elaborate and oftentimes inappropriate costuming will hide his identity and 

his extreme ugliness  Of course, he is wrong  Oink’s favorite persona is that of an innocent, 

little, old lady  He fools no one  Evil has a stench about it and so does Oink  Harry has no 

trouble calling Oink out and exposing him for who he truly is—an evil hound of Hell 

Ug, on the other hand, is a bit less obvious  He is a rat and able to move about in his rat 

tunnels all across Sleepy Hollow  Ug is quite disgusting  He is totally smitten with Kligore 

and treats him like a king   Ug is too willing to take Kligore’s insults and abuse  He is a sad 

Secret 9
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character  Ug most definitely has plans to move up in the evil ranks  Ug is a spy who only 

wants to please his master—but he’s not very good at his job all the time  His primary  

responsibility is to scurry about Sleepy Hollow, in a sense devouring who he will, and 

report back to Kligore  Of course, his main target is Harry Moon  

Oink and Ug have a way of bringing the story down to size  Where Kligore is large and 

powerful and Harry cannot get to him with ease, Oink and Ug are available for physical 

confrontation  When Harry and Oink—who is small like a bulldog—spar on the street or at 

the park, their confrontation brings the story to eye level, as Christopher Vogler would say, 

“down to earth ” They are the bite-sized manifestation of Kligore’s ego  

Trickster’s have another role—they provide much needed comic relief  They are funny  

They are funny-looking  No story can be a hundred percent evil, or a hundred percent 

good  All stories need moments that relieve the tension  

When Oink appears on the page, the reader knows he is against Harry  But the reader also 

knows Harry will get the better of him  Oink is not the main villain  He is there to get to 

Harry and remind the reader that Harry is fighting the forces of evil  

Harry never has a face-to-face run-in with Ug  It’s not his role to confront Harry  Ug stays on 

the fringes of the story, looking out for his master and reporting back  Yes, he can speak  

This is the result of Kligore’s dark magic—imbuing the gift of speech on a sewer rat  What 

rat would not be eternally grateful? 

Oink is direct from the dark magic  He is a product of B  L  Zebub’s grotto—the place 

where these denizens of all that is wicked plan their deeds  He is the lead Hound, the shop 

supervisor who delights in ordering the other hounds around, even Ug  These two toadies 

are out to impress Kligore and so there is a bit of a rivalry between them  Oink with his 

physical threats, Rat being more verbal  Of course, against Harry Moon they don’t stand a 

chance  

“Bad guys have it in for the good guys, obsessed with doing them in 

But God isn’t losing any sleep; to him they’re a joke with no punch line ”

  - Psalm 37: 12-13 (NIV)
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“God wants us to use our intelligence, 

to seek to understand as well as we can.”

- 1 Corinthians 12:1-3 (MSG)

Harry Moon enjoys the theatrics of being a magician  He has always liked magic tricks, 

the kinds that come in a box with instructions  He practices as much as he can and 

his favorite magician of all time is Elvis Gold, the world-renowned, pop-hero figure 

of the magical world  Harry enjoys putting on magic shows at neighborhood birthday 

parties and other events and always adding new tricks to his arsenal  It’s pretty average, 

garden-variety magic—sleight-of-hand, disappearing girl, etc  Harry’s table magic is not 

powerful  It is simply illusion and exists only to entertain  It is not Deep Magic  

Like all heroes, Harry requires a more powerful weapon in his battle against the forces of 

evil that entrap Sleepy Hollow  As Luke Skywalker has The Force and King Arthur has  

Excalibur, Harry Moon is given the Deep Magic for his journey ahead 

Harry is acutely aware that he possesses the gift and its implications  He is also aware 

that he is not the source of this great power  He understands that the Deep Magic finds 

its source in The Great Magician  We are not unfamiliar with magic of this sort  The Three 

Wise Men were magicians who probably experimented with potions and spells, but they 

bowed to the source of their magic 

Harry uses the Deep Magic when he directly has a confrontation with Kligore and his dark 

magic  Occasionally, Harry gets into conversations with his dad about magic  John Moon 

Secret 10
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thinks it’s malarkey, but Harry is quick to point out that it is a gift from The Great Magician 

and uniquely tied into Harry’s sanctified imagination  

Harry wields Deep Magic carefully  Like all fantasy novels, the use of magic is limited  There 

are sets of rules that surround its use  Harry cannot use this magic to hurt anyone or for his 

own gain  His intentions need to be righteous and pure  Nor can he use this magic to  

simply put an end to Kligore’s reign  Harry knows that the plans of The Great Magician 

must be played out fully and that he is only an instrument in that plan  

Samson Dupree plays a significant role in helping Harry to learn the limits and breadth of 

his magic  Samson consistently teaches him “new tricks” when the time is right and pro-

vides magical tools to aid Harry  

Harry’s magic wand, which he always carries in his back pocket, is Harry’s most important 

instrument in unleashing his Deep Magic  This magic wand or Wand as Harry likes to call 

it, is made from wood, simple almond wood  Cut from the tree, it is now dead  It is only 

powerful when The Great Magician gives it power  

Like a young Merlin, Harry studies the Grimoire (a book of magic and history) given to him 

by Samson  He practices his magic, allegorically suggesting how boys and girls may be 

guided into the deeper spiritual truths about life from the words on a printed page  

Harry’s Deep Magic is the only thing that can defeat Kligore’s dark magic which has no 

power of its own, but is a twisted form of the Deep Magic  There is only one source of 

magic and that is The Great Magician  There can additionally exist only a corruption of 

Deep Magic  Harry’s Deep Magic is assisted by the artistry of Rabbit, who is close at hand 

when Harry uses it  

All fiction is a search for the truth, not necessarily facts  It is true that no one can wave a 

magic wand and make the town bully float in mid air  It is also true that children are not 

powerless and victory over evil is possible  In order to enjoy any novel, the reader must be 

willing to “suspend belief” and enter into a different world and believe that all things are 

possible  Harry believes this  He understands the story of Sleepy Hollow and his part in its 

telling  He knows he is up against a mighty foe of darkness that seeks to eliminate him at 

every turn and that he must win out at all costs  And he embraces the opportunity to save 

his town from the calamity that evil brings and the power of the Deep Magic to end the 

Halloween curse 
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“What I want to talk about now is the various ways God’s Spirit gets worked into our 

lives  This is complex and often misunderstood, but I want you to be informed and 

knowledgeable  Remember how you were when you didn’t know God, led from one 

phony god to another, never knowing what you were doing, just doing it because 

everybody else did it? It’s different in this life '

  - I Corinthians 12: 1-2 MSG
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